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COURSE OVERVIEW
This Responsive Web Design Course really covers all aspects of designing websites for mobile, tablet
and desktop devices, starting with a brief history all the way through to the future of mobile website design.
You get hands-on training working with basic through advanced techniques to get the most out of your
experience. You will learn the basics of coding for mobile web design, beginning with HTML5 basics and
advancing to more complex HTML5 fundamentals. You will also learn basics to advanced CSS3 techniques
to complete your mobile web design course.
If you can design mobile websites you are set to be a well sought after designer these days. Everybody is
rushing to get themselves “Mobile”. This class provides you with the concepts and skills to use HTML5 effectively
to design websites for mobile devices.

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?
This course will help Web designers and content producers who are already familiar with the desktop world to
become familiar with the Mobile Web as it is delivered on mobile devices. It is based entirely on W3C standards,
particularly the Mobile Web Best Practices. Anyone wanting to design websites for all devices.

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN
jQuery Mobile

Mobile Frameworks
All CSS Properties
Detection & Redirection
Mobile Web

Responsive Website Design
Mobile Web Application
PhoneGap
Dreamweaver CS6

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE
For this Responsive Web Design Course we will assume that you have a solid working knowledge
of HTML and CSS including HTML5 and CSS3.

COURSE MATERIAL
We tyically supply detailed course notes or a reference text, or in some cases both. We provide
sufficient supporting material so that you can return to your work place with sufficient confidence to permit
further learning. We also supply all source code and a great collection of digital web design books. 90 days
unlimited support by phone or email. You also get lifetime support through our Resource Center.

